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BSP opposes move of
Arakshan Virodhi Manch
Excelsior Correspondent
JAMMU, Aug 6: While
opposing the move of the
Arakshan Virodhi Manch and
another organization namely,
India Against Reservation,
State president of the
Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP)
has claimed that it will create
hatred among the beneficiaries of the reservation and also
lead to division in the society.
While speaking in workers' meeting held here today,
Mr Langeh took serious note
of the protest programme
being organized by these two
anti-reservation bodies on
August 7 at Press Club of
Jammu. He said the caste system caused massive damage
to the members from the
Scheduled Castes and the
Indian Constitution provided
them some relief and opportunity to progress and
improve their condition.

The BSP leader claimed
that this move would create
division in the society and
also give rise to the hatred
among the member of two
sections, beneficiaries and
non-beneficiaries. The BSP
leader opposed the reservation being demanded by these
two bodies on the basis of
poverty lines or economic
condition of the families
among all the castes.
He pointed out that people
from lower castes always
remained slaves and reservation has made them to lead
their life honourably. The
children of SC/ OBC families are now getting opportunities for better education and
also work in various fields.
This anti-reservation move
will cause maximum damage
to the members from these
castes. He said that BSP
would strongly oppose this
move tooth and nails.
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Govt ignoring Gujjar, Bakarwals: GBDYB
Excelsior Correspondent
JAMMU, Aug 6: Gujjar
Bakarwal Desh Youth Body
(GBDYB) today flayed the
Government for ignoring Gujjar
and Bakarwal community.
Addressing a press conference,
Nazakat Khatana, State president,
GBDYB warned that the community will give the answer through its
vote in the forthcoming elections.
Khatana said that he recently
visited the various areas of Padder
and Kishtwar where he observed
that the community is in worst condition facing lot problems owing to
complete
neglect
by
the
Government.
He further said that community
people are suffering from the heavy

rainfall in these regions and are
presently without shelter but the
Government is not paying any
attention towards their plights and
just consider them as vote bank.
Khatana expressed that there
are no medical facilities available
for these nomads while the mobile
schools allotted by the Government
few years back are also nowhere on
the ground besides non establishment of sheep unit so far clearly
shows the callous approach of the
Government towards this weakest
and poorest section of the society.
Among others present were
Choudhary Yousuf, Choudhary
Mushtaq Ahmed, Choudhary Naid
Ali and Choudhary Shabir Ahmed
Qadri.

SIPAS holds ‘Career Counseling Camp’
Excelsior Correspondent
JAMMU, Aug 6: Sai Institute
of Paramedical and Allied Science
(SIPAS) Dehradun organized
"Career Counseling Camp" for the
students of Jammu and Kashmir
State at Hotel Jewel, here today.
Hundreds of students turned up
with their parents at the venue
where SIPAS team of experts
answered various queries of students through one to one counseling.
Welcoming parents and students, Iqbal Singh, Assistant
Professor of SIPAS said that wrong
planning at10+2 or Graduation can
spoil the career of the candidate,
adding that a right type of planning
is required at right time.
“Students should not only

know details of the course to be
joined, but also the scope of that
course in future,” he further added.
He also informed that SIPAS
offered special scholarship and discounts for the students of Jammu
and Kashmir.
During the Counseling, SIPAS
team apprised the participants
about various job oriented courses
available for the students of 10+2
and graduation like Master in
Hospital Administration, Diploma
in Yogic Science, Physiotherapy,
Medical
Microbiology,
Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Master
in International Business, Master
in Finance & Control, Medical Lab
Technology, Biotechnology, Mass
Communication, BBA , BCA etc,
their eligibility criteria and fee
structures etc.

